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THE SPORTIER
Week One: The NBA Playoffs
As the first week of NBA Playoff basketball concludes from Orlando’s Disney World, here is a rundown on some
of the key things that have taken place during these restructured playoffs.

One Seeds Get Scared, But Not Fazed
• On Tuesday, both the Los Angeles Lakers and Milwaukee Bucks, the one seeds from the West and East,
respectively, lost in their first games of the playoffs. This is the first time that both one seeds lost Game 1 of the
First Round since 2003, when the Suns defeated the Spurs and the Magic defeated the Pistons in Game 1.
• Both one seeds came back roaring, though. The Bucks returned Thursday with a 15-point win, and the Lakers
secured a 23-point win that same night. As it stands, both one seeds lead their respective series, 2-1.

The End of The Process?
• After Philadelphia 76ers point guard Ben Simmons suffered a season-ending back injury, 76ers center Joel
Embiid has been forced to carry his squad to face a very dangerous, completely healthy Boston Celtics squad.
• Despite averaging 30 points and 12.3 rebounds in the 4 playoff games, Joel Embiid has been outplayed by
the Celtics, and which led the Celtics to win in a 4-0 sweep. It is very possible that pieces from the 76ers will be
traded, as another treacherous rebuild may ensue as superstar Embiid is disgruntled with the team’s
performance.

Luka Dončić vs. Everybody
• On this past Monday, just as it seemed like the Dallas Mavericks had a chance to take down the two-seeded
Los Angeles Clippers in Game 1, Dallas forward Kristaps Porzingis was ejected from the game in an attempt to
protect his superstar teammate, Luka Dončić. The Mavericks lost the lead that they had possessed, and
eventually lost Game 1 of the series.
• After locking up a Game 2 victory behind a 28-point performance from Dončić, the series ventured into Game
3 tied at 1-1. After posting a triple-double, Dončić appeared to roll his ankle in the third quarter of Game 3,
which led him to only play very few minutes during the remainder of the game. On the other side, Clippers
star Kawhi Leonard dropped 36 points, and was able to overcome a poor shooting night from his fellow costar Paul George en route to a 130-122 victory for Los Angeles. The Clippers currently lead the series 2-1.

Pacers Can’t Keep Up With Heat
• All throughout the season, it was known that Indiana Pacers forward T.J. Warren and Miami Heat forward
Jimmy Butler had taken jabs at each other. Unlike a back and forth in those interactions, the five-seeded Heat
have seemed to make the series a lopsided matchup against the four seeded Pacers, in favor of Miami.
• In Games 1 and 2, while the margins of victory for the Heat were 12 and 9, the Pacers lacked an offensive
outburst that many players on the Heat are certainly capable, though guard Malcolm Brogdon did rack up
points and assists. In Game 3, the Pacers mounted a significant comeback in the second half, most importantly
in the later stages of the fourth quarter, though they ended up falling to the Heat by 9, even through a 34point double-double from Brogdon. The Heat hold a commanding 3-0 over the Pacers.
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The Adventures of Fernando Tatis, Jr.
The MLB is still racking up issues. Most notably, one of the most
anticipated series of the season, the Subway Series featuring the
crosstown rivals New York Yankees and New York Mets, has been
postponed due to multiple Mets players and staff testing positive for
COVID-19. The MLB has not been completely gloomy as of late,
though. In fact, one player in particular has been causing quite a bit
of a stir in the league, and may be transforming baseball right before
our eyes. His name? Fernando Tatis, Jr., infielder on the San Diego
Padres. Remember in the 2015 ALDS, when Toronto Blue Jay Jose
Bautista dramatically bat flipped after a mammoth home run in a
game that would send his team to the next round of the playoffs?
Remember how many people were upset about this, specifically
because it broke unwritten rules of baseball in which players should
not be extremely taunting or flashy in the manner that Jose was? A
similar situation arose on Monday night. Tatis was hitting in a 3-0
count in the top of the eighth inning, with the bases loaded, and his
team up 10-3 against the Texas Rangers. Tatis, seeing a fastball
thrown right down the middle, took a big swing, and knocked out a
grand slam to push the Padres lead to 14-3. Now, this is the point at
which baseball is divided. The manager of the opposing Rangers,
Chris Woodward, said about the swing, “I didn't like it, personally.”
Woodward did add that, though he did not like the action, he did
recognize the changing nature of the game, and how these
unwritten rules are being broken more and more often. Many
players, most notably Cincinnati Reds pitcher and MLB’s loud
personality Trevor Bauer expressed through Twitter these following
rules that Tatis should follow: “1) Keep swinging 3-0 if you want to,
no matter what the game situation is 2) Keep hitting homers, no
matter what the situation is 3) Keep bringing energy and flash to
baseball and making it fun 4) The only thing you did wrong was
apologize. Stop that.” While swinging 3-0 in a ballgame that you
have practically won may not seem appropriate, as many people are
taught to not “rub it in” in Little League, many cases are brought up
in favor of Tatis, such as padding his stats, where he holds a twohome run advantage for leader in the big leagues over Mike Trout,
and for simply infusing energy into the sport of baseball, which many
believe has been depleted by these unwritten rules. Whichever side
you take in this situation, it is clear that something new is happening
in the MLB. Players are becoming increasingly vocal and flashy, while
others believe that the game is losing some of its original character.
In the next coming years, the career of Fernando Tatis, Jr. should be
an interesting one to follow, as he, along with all of the young stars in
the league, may have a chance to boost the MLB back into the same
exciting breath as the NBA and NFL as the best sports leagues
around.
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